Intelligent
Fashion Solution
for Dynamics 365
Unified platform for apparel, footwear,
and accessories brands

HauteLogic

Solution Offerings
HauteLogic’s modular design lets you match its implementation to your unique business needs. It
bundles preconfigured components into a ready-to-deploy unified platform that aligns perfectly
with your specific business model.

A modern, elastic
platform that drives
innovation and allows
fashion, apparel,
accessories, and
footwear organizations to

A cutting-edge, end-to-end solution powered by

thrive in the age of

Brick & Mortar
Retail

Manage your end-to-end fashion wholesale

Comprehensive fashion supply chain planning

Microsoft Dynamics 365, Office 365, and intel-

supply chain with built-in partner collabora-

and management bundled with direct-to-

ligent cloud for manufacturers and retailers in

tion, customer engagement, planning, and

consumer operations, modern POS, digital

operational decision making driven by auto-

marketing, and consumer experience to create

mation and machine learning

a uniﬁed platform that delivers actionable

fashion, apparel, and footwear

disruption

Fashion
Wholesale

insights

Your Perfect Digital Ensemble
HauteLogic is an innovative unified platform that enables fashion organizations to stay a step ahead of
the competition by reimagining business processes, and embracing disruptive ideas and technology. With
a strong focus on customer experience, HauteLogic provides a comprehensive suite of state-of-the-artmodular components for fashion supply chain, direct-to-consumer operations, omnichannel fulfillment,
distribution, and manufacturing.

Omnichannel Retail
Centralized Channel Management
Merchandising
Store Ops
Clienteling

Finance & Operations
Financial
Management
PIM
Sourcing

Partner Collaboration
Electronic Data Interchange
Real-Time APIs
Collaboration

Production
Wholesale
Fulfillment

Analytics
360° Operational Visibility
Dynamic Dashboards
Granular Reports

eCommerce
B2B
B2C

An end-to-end, cloud-enabled enterprise platform with embedded AI and analytics

Online
Retail

Apparel
Manufacturing

HauteLogic takes your fashion supply chain

HauteLogic provides a ready-to-adopt, highly

further with eCommerce platform and small

configurable, and scalable apparel manufac-

parcel carrier integration, allowing you to

turing solution for full packaged sourcing,

serve domestic and international consumers

calendar milestone tracking, deep vendor col-

“

Visionet’s apparel solution converges
financial and operational data to provide a
complete picture of enterprise performance.
Sherman Lee, COO, Michael Gerald Limited

laboration, in-house shop floor management,

“

and domestic outsourcing

This solution provides a cost-effective platform to facilitate our expansion and growth
across all channels.
Michael Saunders, COO, Dutch, LLC
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Features

Benefits

HauteLogic’s platform provides key improvements that enable fashion retailers, manufacturers, and wholesalers to manage the whole supply chain and customer engagement with streamlined business processes.

HauteLogic uses disruptive technology designed around the Dynamics 365 platform on Azure cloud, Big
Data, AI, chatbots, and IoT capabilities.

85+
apparel-specific features

120+ preconfigured
business processes

Flexible fashion
product attribute
management
Built-in vendor
collaboration and
milestone tracking

Rapid ROI

Operational Efficiency

Rapid and successful implementations with

85+ fashion-specific extensions, workflows,

100+ preconfigured industry processes, tem-

and automation support enhance your

plates, and a proven methodology

productivity

Faster Time to Market

Real-Time Analytics

Digitize collaboration between suppliers,

Embedded insights for real-time operational

factories, and designers to achieve faster time

visibility for accurate decision making

to market
B2C commerce with integrated 3PL and
small parcel shipping
Personalized omnichannel experience
for consumers

Flexible Pricing

Customer Visibility

Subscription-based pay-as-you-go pricing in

Drive sales by providing personalized con-

the cloud (no upfront licensing required)

sumer insights using an omni-enabled, 360°
customer view

Mobility and
automation for
operational efficiency

Pre-built integration solution for major B2B players
and carriers

Customer-driven demand
allocation for maximum
margins

Connected Supply Chain

Modular Design

Faster onboarding of 3PL and partners, B2B/

End-to-end solution, from digital commerce to

B2C commerce to open all sales channels

distribution and production, helps grow your
business

Wholesale customer
credit management with
AR factoring

Our mission is to deliver best-in-class technology bundled into a preconfigured platform for easy
adoption so you can focus on maintaining your competitive edge, diversifying your business, and
expanding to new markets.

Optimize inventory
using insights from machine
learning

Complex production
for vertically integrated
retailers
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Why
Visionet?

300 +

3500 +

Certifications

Partnerships

Numerous industry
certifications

Strategic partnerships
with technology
principals

Satisifed Customers

Visionet has become the
preferred technology
partner for several
prominent brands across
multiple industries
because of our many
strengths:

Employees Worldwide

23 Years
Impeccable track
record of solution
delivery

Please contact us today to learn more about the versatility and power of HauteLogic.

Our Global Presence
Headquarters

Pittsburgh

New York

4 Cedarbrook Drive, Bldg. B
Cranbury, NJ 08512
Tel: 609 452 0700
Fax: 609 655 5232

183 Industry Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Tel: 412 927 0226
Fax: 412 265 4182

27 W. 24th Street, #1108
New York, NY 10010
Tel: 347 966 5336
Fax: 609 655 5232

Munich

Bengaluru

Lahore

Maximilianstraße 13, 80539
München, Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 89 20 300 6444
Fax: +49 (0) 89 20 300 6450

AMR Tech Park, Ground Floor
#23 & 24 Hosur Main Road
Bengaluru Karnataka 560 068 India
Tel: +91 806 669 0000

Software Technology Park
E1 Sehjpal Road,
Lahore, Pakistan
Tel: +92 111 797 836

sales@visionet.com
visionet.com
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